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Introduction to Dark Matter 

 Observational evidence 
point towards ‘dark matter’. 
Most theories predict it to 
be made up of new 
particles beyond the 
standard model

PLANCK collaboration

Galaxy rotation curve

 Since the identity of dark matter is 
unknown, it is presently one of the 
biggest mysteries of physics

Gravitational lensing4.9% 
Visible Matter

26.8%
Dark Matter

68.3%
Dark Energy

Neutrino floor

http://sci.esa.int/planck/51557-planck-new-cosmic-recipe/
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Introduction to CDMS

 Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) is a direct 
dark matter search experiment located in Soudan, 
MN, USA

 CDMS measures the recoil energy of its target 
(detector) material when dark matter elastically 
scatters of it

 CDMS can measure ionization and phonon signals

 Discrimination of interaction types possible via 
ionization/phonon signal ratio

 CDMS II was an upgrade that used Si and Ge 
detectors and took data between 2003-09

  Y = 1    for ER
      < 1   for NR

ER

NR

IonizationYield (Y )=
Ionizationenergy (E Q )

Recoil energy (E r )
IonizationYield (Y )=

Ionizationenergy (EQ)

Recoil energy (Er)
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Motivation of 32Si background study

 Using data from CDMS II Si detectors we will try to 
estimate the 32Si background activity in our crystals

 DAMIC has made measurements of the 32Si 
background activity in Si at
          decays/kg-d

The most dominant backgrounds for 
SuperCDMS SNOLAB would be 32Si, 3H and 
Compton scatters from various radioactive 
elements in the surrounding shielding

          32Si                32P                   32S 

These  particles create charge signals and β particles create charge signals and 
hence act as a background for dark matter 
search

80−65
+110

JINST 10 (2015) P08014

Phys. Rev. D 95, 082002 (2017)
Phys. Rev. D 90, 083510 (2014)
Science 327, p. 1619 (2010)

β β
Neutrino floor

SuperCDMS SNOLAB 
sensitivity projections

LUX

SuperCDM
S LT

CDM
Slite II

CRESST II

No 3H, 32Si

No 32Si

10 x 32Si

Si HV detector
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CDMS II experimental setup 
Tower configurationDetector

 Total of 30 detectors (11 Si, 19 
Ge) are stacked into 5 towers

 Each detector has 
● 4 phonon channels (A,B,C,D)
● 2 charge channels

 Dimensions:
● Diameter: 7.6 cm
● Height:     2.5 cm
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Analysis Flow chart

   Beta spectrum 

Data 
(CDMS II , 2007-08)

`good’ events

Background determination method

Event  selection cuts 
and detector efficiency

32Si background activity
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32Si beta decay spectrum

Phys. Rev. C 91, 055504 (2015)

Fermi theory of beta decay 

Some nuclear correction factors at low 
energies are not included in the theory

Hence it becomes necessary to use  
experimental -β particles create charge signals and decay spectra with these 
correction factors

Relativistic Fermi-function (Bethe-Bacher)

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Phys. 11 (1985) 359-364. 

We use the beta-decay spectrum obtained from 
BetaShape as a 32Si signal model in this analysis

http://www.lnhb.fr/rd-activities/spectrum-processing-software/

End-point energy 
= 227.2 keV

Deviation ~ 2 %
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32P beta decay spectrum

Phys. Rev. C 91, 055504 (2015)

Fermi theory of beta decay 

Some nuclear correction factors at low 
energies are not included in the theory

Hence it becomes necessary to use  
experimental -β particles create charge signals and decay spectra with these 
correction factors

Relativistic Fermi-function (Bethe-Bacher)

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Phys. 11 (1985) 359-364. 

We use the beta-decay spectrum obtained from 
BetaShape as a 32P signal model in this analysis

End-point energy 
= 1710 keV

Deviation ~ 3 %

http://www.lnhb.fr/rd-activities/spectrum-processing-software/
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CDMS II charge spectrum

Since 32Si  ’s β particles create charge signals and will create ERs, we 
are concerned with the ionization 
signals

 Several data quality cuts are 
applied to reject events having 
poor charge and phonon pulse 
shape, hardware related issues etc.

After selecting 'good' events, we 
have obtained a charge energy 
spectrum for our Si detectors 
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Determination of 32Si background activity

Experimental data 
for recoil energy

Theoretical curve
Event rate Probability of maximum gap in a random 

experiment less than x is 

Phys.Rev. D66 032005 (2002) 

For this analysis, Compton scatters from 
various radioactive elements in the 
surrounding shielding are background

We will also use a likelihood analysis to 
determine 32Si background activity 
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Recent study of a pure beta decay background (3H)

Astropart. Phys., 104 (2019) pp. 1-12

 A similar study has been already performed for 
3H background for our experiment using 
likelihood analysis

● 3H background activity is 74±9 atoms/kg-day

● Used Ge detectors in the analysis

 This 32Si background analysis is ongoing
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  32Si -decay measurement will be important for SuperCDMS SNOLABβ particles create charge signals and 

 Beta decay spectrum to be used as signal for this analysis has been finalized

 Data quality cuts are being optimized to obtain the charge energy spectrum from Si 
detectors

 We will use statistical methods like optimum interval and likelihood analysis to get the 32Si 
background activity from our detectors

Summary and Conclusions
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Backup
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Introduction to SuperCDMS SNOLAB
 Next generation will be at SNOLAB, Canada 
(2 km underground) for low mass dark matter 
search 
 Employ Si, Ge detectors in both low and high 
voltage
No ionization channels in HV mode
Total of 24 detectors in 4 towers

https://supercdms.slac.stanford.edu/

Phys. Rev. D 95, 082002
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Bethe-Bacher Fermi Function

where,
C = Normalization constant
Te = K.E of β particles create charge signals and 
Q = end-point energy
       (227.2 keV)

Z= atomic no of  daughter nuclei
me = mass of  β particles create charge signals and 
F(Z,Te) = Fermi-function

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Phys. 11 (1985) 359-364. 
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CDMS II data

Raw Ionization signals

Fitted with template 

Integrate and obtain the 
total charge energy

“good” events

Typical Ionization signals

Ref: Pepin M., PhD Thesis, SuperCDMS collaboration
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“Other” Backgrounds
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1.  NotRandom

2.  Events from Run 125-128

3.  Select events when 
SQUID tuning is stable
 
4.  Remove known time 
periods with bad data

5.  Remove events with 
saturated phonon and 
charge pulse

1. Glitch cut

2. Charge chi sq. cut

3. Charge Radial cut

4. ER band selection cut

6.  Ensure detector is 
periodically flashed

7.  Events during correct bias
     voltage

8.  Select events with phonon 
pulse above a threshold value 

9.  Select events when charge 
and phonon pulse baseline is 
not fluctuating

10.   Remove events having      
negative phonon pulse
   

Basic Cuts

Cuts used in data analysis

Data Quality Cuts
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